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Economic and Market Review 
  . Policy action dominating sentiment once again, with Fed, ECB and BoJ all active 

  . Four Fed hikes predicted at end of 2015 now look unlikely 

  . Risk�on rally drives long�awaited recovery from emerging markets and commodities 

 
Policy action once again dominated sentiment in the first quarter, with the European Central Bank's March announcement proving well beyond 
expectations and helping drive a strong end to the period for equities. 

Ongoing volatility in January and February meant these gains were not enough to avoid a flat quarter overall and the MSCI World Index ended 
the period broadly where it started. This masks a solid bounce for equities since mid�February however, boosted by supportive statements from 
Fed chair Janet Yellen and then the ECB's latest pull of the levers. A return to looser policy after a short period of tightening fears saw risk assets 
rally hardest, with emerging markets posting their strongest gains in four years in March, up more than 13% in US dollar terms. 

Europe was also able to break a three�month run of negative months, with the ECB's latest easing package putting interest rate reductions, 
additional asset purchases and new funding facilities for banks on the table. Despite this, eurozone sentiment deteriorated over March, troubled 
by weaker consumer confidence. Spain's second attempt to form a government failed while the Brexit debate continues to dominate headlines in 
the UK, where the March MPC meeting again kept rates on hold. 

Elsewhere, the S&P 500 was up 6.6% in March, with markets appreciating the Fed's caution on further rate rises. The four hikes predicted at the 
end of 2015 now look increasingly unlikely. 

In Japan, the country became the latest to enact a negative interest rate policy, as the BoJ announced a 0.1% fee on deposits. This looks to be 
as far as the bank will go for now, with Governor Kuroda suggesting further cuts into negative rates are unlikely.  

Fears around China dominated the start of 2016, with echoes of last August's Black Monday as weakness in the country's equities sparked a 
global sell�off. More recently however, Chinese Manufacturing PMI registered its first expansion in nine months during March and comments from 
PBC Governor Zhou Xiaochuan – saying he sees further renminbi depreciation and capital controls as unnecessary – helped calm nerves. 
China's currency depreciation had caused concerns and driven significant outflows of capital reserves, $108bn in December and $135bn in 
January. This fell back to $28bn in February on the back of more supportive rhetoric. 

While equity markets clearly looked healthier at the end of the quarter than in the early weeks – where several indices dropped into bear 
territory – plenty of concerns remain. The OECD issued a gloomy economic prognosis in February for example, cutting its forecast for global 
growth in 2016 from 3.3% to 3.0%, and citing substantial risks of financial instability. Rising demand for 'safe haven' assets has continued 
against this backdrop, pushing down government bond yields on both sides of the Atlantic. At the end of the period, the yield on 10�year US 
treasuries was back below the 1.8% level and gold has also fared well, rising close to 16% over the quarter. 

Meanwhile, the oil price managed to stage a small recovery in Q1, climbing to around $40, with hopes of a deal to freeze production. While 
declining oil prices have largely been seen in the risk category, they are actually akin to a global cut in taxation to corporates and individuals, 
the magnitude of which neither governments nor central banks could possibly replicate. Lower energy costs clearly supports the consumer, 
particularly in the West.  

A dynamic of slowing emerging market growth contributing to lower energy prices, which in turn boost developed market consumption, has led 
to the prospect of a de�synchronised global economy – but it should yield investment opportunities in certain areas. With respect to the 
commodities asset class itself, ongoing price weakness shows this remains a contrarian trade, but one we think could be worth consideration for 
investors willing to accept the accompanying volatility. 

Elsewhere, Brexit and the US elections loom large. In the long run, political risk typically has little effect on financial markets but that may be little 
compensation for investors increasingly anxious over the potential for Brexit. The difficulty for voters is to know what the consequences of leaving 
would be: the unwinding sounds an unprecedented, daunting, and costly prospect. As the vote approaches, bond rating agencies and 
professional investors will no doubt be trawling through balance sheets at both government and company level for downgrades. This will have 
implications at sector and stock level. 
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Strategic benchmark 

There was no change to the strategic asset allocation during the quarter. 

 
 

Performance review 

Emerging market and government bond exposure was key to the portfolio's positive return over the first quarter, boosted by concurrent 
demand for safe havens as well as risk assets. 

Emerging markets enjoyed a long�awaited resurgence as risk assets rallied on the back of looser central bank rhetoric. As EM equities posted 
their strongest gains in four years in March, positions in Somerset Global Emerging Markets, UBS Emerging Markets Equity Income and 
Stewart Investors Global Emerging Markets Leaders featured among the best performers. 

We remain overweight equities but, beyond emerging market exposure, our holdings had mixed fortunes over the quarter. In a period during 
which several indices touched bear market levels, holdings such as Lindsell Train UK Equity, Baring Europe Select and JPM US Equity Income 
posted positive returns but various other holdings dipped into negative territory in the period. 

In contrast to the end of 2015 for example, our Japan exposure – via GLG Japan CoreAlpha Equity, Baillie Gifford Japanese and Fidelity 
Index Japan – dragged on returns. In the previous three months, all three had featured among the best returners. 

With fixed income outperforming equities more than threefold over the quarter, our underweight in the former had an overall negative impact 
on performance relative to the strategic asset allocation. Within that Allianz Gilt Yield and Royal London Index Linked were both major 
contributors to returns in Q1 – having featured in the list of weakest performers three months ago. Government bond yields continued to fall as 
many investors looked for safe have assets. 

Important information: Past performance is not a guide to future performance.Past performance is not a guide to future performance.Past performance is not a guide to future performance.Past performance is not a guide to future performance. 
 
 

Tactical portfolio 

We remain fully weighted in equities, having added small�cap exposure in Q4, and a long�term underweight in fixed income. Like last 
quarter, slight moves in allocation reflect asset class and fund performance rather than active repositioning. 

 
 

Portfolio changes 
No new fund positions were added during the quarter, nor did any exit the portfolio. 

 
 

Important information 
Source: Liontrust Investment Solutions Limited. Please note this document should only be read in conjunction with the Wealth Solutions Service Brochure. The views expressed are 
correct only at the time of publication and are subject to change. This material is confidential and intended solely for the use of the person/s to whom it is given or sent and may not 
be copied, reproduced or given in whole or in part, to any person. It is not an invitation to subscribe and is only intended to provide information and opinion. Nothing contained 
within this document constitutes investment, legal, tax or any other advice. It should not be relied upon when making an investment or other decision.  

The asset allocation information provided represents our model portfolios, please note that the asset allocation of a client's individual portfolio may differ. The portfolio holdings 
represent holdings in the portfolio as at 31 March 2016.  

This material is issued and approved by Liontrust Investment Solutions Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FRN:_495713 
 


